Discussion Points

In-Situ
- Solid Precipitation
  - Data quality*, Alpine stations, Pluvio 2 heating
- Snow Density – manual
- Snow Imaging – snow video imager, micro-photography
- 10 min -> 1 min
- Auto-monitoring of instruments
- Upper air sounding
- MeteoFon – 3D wind

Mobile
- Mobile platform siting concept
  - Data quality and siting eg MTP-5
  - Impact of mtns on Aibga weather (see A Melnichuk)

Vertical Profiling
- Wind Profiler – internet for DA
- Ceilometers?
- 2nd MRR vs X Band conventional

Radar
- Radar data format – Sigmet IRIS, BUFR
- Z-S and Particle classification intercomparison for winter and complex terrain

Training plans for new technology